DISCOVERY 2015 PRODUCTION SCHEDULE

This is a production schedule for the 2015 issue of the DISCOVERY student journal of Dale Bumpers College of Agriculture, Food and Life Sciences. While we will try to do our best to work with you and let you know where in the process your paper is, please be advised that if papers are submitted much past the deadline or revisions are held up too long, they may have to be rolled into the next years issue. Asterisks/bold typeface indicates due dates that you, the student-author, are responsible for meeting.

***All Manuscripts due to AGCS:

To appropriate editorial board member for review: May 1st (dead day), 2015

All reviewed papers back to AGCS (Gail Halleck) ASAP (usually same as submit date)

to prepare revision packets:

All revision packets mailed with comments to faculty mentors/students: June 5th

***All revisions due to AGCS from students:

Initiate printer bidding process: July 1st

All proofs to students: July 9th

***All changes to PROOFS due to AGCS from students

To printer: July 27th

Aug. 7th for Sept. 9th delivery